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products

>Designtex
Designtex introduces three coated, stain-resistant per-

formance fabrics. More than a traditional solid, Alphabet is 
an essential yet deceptively simple building block, featur-
ing two-tone color, pattern and texture. Stitch features an 
embroidery-inspired design that transforms high-traffic 
environments into surprisingly fresh spaces. Wrap captures 
the essence of artistic expression, with smooth, flowing lines 
that mimic brushstrokes and animated color. These textiles 
elevate furniture from merely functional to pieces with style 
that elevate commercial interiors. designtex.com

>HBF Textiles
Part of the HBF Textiles spring collection, Crumpled 

Paper is a new woven fabric and the third Clean Impact 
Textiles™ pattern. Designed by Mary Jo Miller, vice presi-
dent of design and development at HBF Textiles, she was 
inspired by the creasing of different paper thicknesses to 
reach the optimum combination of shadow and light. Made 
from 100% post-consumer recycled polyester, it is also 
biodegradable. Available in five different colorways, the 
material can be used as an upholstery or to wrap panels. 
hbftextiles.com

>Keilhauer 
Keilhauer introduces Velvety, 

an ultra-soft fabric made from 
partially recycled content and 
the highest quality of certi-
fied materials. All textile waste 
produced from manufacturing 
Velvety is converted into new 
yarn that is reused for the back-
ings of other textiles. A piece-
dyed velvet look-alike, it also 
offers superior performance. 
Velvety is available in an array 
of 19 contemporary colorways, 
from chocolate browns to deep 
purples. This versatile textile 
is simultaneously elegant and 
functional, ideal in a range of 
settings. keilhauer.com

Nature served as the inspiration for the Elemental Collection introduced 
by Concertex. Photo courtesy of Concertex

Crumpled Paper, a new woven fabric from HBF Textiles.
Photo courtesy HBF Textiles

Velvety from Keilhauer is an 
ultra-soft fabric made from 
partially recycled content.
Photo courtesy of Keilhauer

Coated fabrics from Designtex, Alphabet, Stitch, and Wrap.
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